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OCTOBER 25, 1983

Words would no longer have any meaning,
for the distance is shattered between the word
and the catastrophe.

Meridel Le Sueur, North Star Country

THIS IS THE BEGINNING
the beginning of a poem called “Grenada”

a poem pronounced gre-nah-dah
(nada nada nada nada)

This poem called “Grenada” is not quickly finished
This poem called “Grenada” will disappoint you

will even make you sad
will frustrate you
will make you angry, angry, angry
will make you jump up out of your chair and protest

THIS IS NOT THE BEGINNING
the beginning of a poem called “Grenada”
this poem doesn’t know where to begin

but it knows it must someday end

This poem called “Grenada” began before my parents were born
they were not to blame for beginning this poem

This poem began when my grandparents lived in Poland
dreaming of America with liberty and justice for all
but they are not responsible for this poem
we are responsible for how their dreams turned
turned into other people’s nightmares
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This poem called “Grenada” is really called OCTOBER 25, 1983
that is its title
that is how it hides itself
it pretends to be one thing calls itself another

this is why, this is why you should come to attention
why you should come to attention and salute

salute when this poem passes by

this poem is a confusion preying on your gullibility
this poem knows it knows you can be a sucker

a sucker for titles and uniforms

but this poem is a democratic poem
this poem will give you a title, you want a title?
you want a title that shows you how important you are?
you want a title to separate you from other people?
you can have this title
you can call yourself OCTOBER 25, 1983
you can call yourself president, janitor professor soldier
you can have this title, this deception, this uniform
you can have any form and this poem will give you a title

you can have this title, but this poem will have you

This poem will seduce you, you wanna sleep with this poem?
This poem called “Grenada”

This poem is in town for only a short time then gone gone away
gone to fight for our country
this poem may die
this poem may come back wounded
this poem may come back wrapped in a body bag,

a body bag is another kind of uniform
this poem may come back at you mutilated

mutilated into parts that do not fit
this may be your last chance to love this poem

This poem called “Grenada”

This poem called “Grenada” does not advertise itself truthfully
it is a poem that begins anywhere it wants to begin
anywhere south of the border
south of any border it wants
south of any beltline, south of your beltline

This poem called “Grenada” turns quickly into its opposite

This poem contains the past and contains the future
and this poem called “Grenada” continues and continues

it continues

This poem called “Grenada” is an island egg invaded
invaded by wiggly little wormsperms
of presidents and soldiers with fuzz
fuzz still on their chins
wiggly little wormsperm of littleboy soldiers

little soldiers with big guns
big guns hanging down between their legs
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This poem called “Grenada” does not exist on any maps
or in any books at least not yet  not yet

This poem called “Grenada” is my responsibility this poem
this poem exists only as I speak it and I can change it
and I can let it sink into oblivion
sink it like a parasite slipped into the body
a parasite draining the life take the blood

parasites are normal
but is it normal but is it normal for the parasite
for the parasite to be one thousand times larger
over a hundred thousand times larger than the host?

it is not normal but it continues it continues it continues

This poem called “Grenada” exists on the tape recorder I use
the tape recorder I speak in to to make a record of it

 exists now alive to keep the memory alive
so it doesn’t happen again
so it doesn’t repeat through history
endlessly through history
call it progress call it smallpox

this record is alive is alive until it becomes unnecessary
until there is no poem called “Grenada” left

nothing left to oppress us
until our speech is poem yours and mine

THE INDIANS SAY THE GOOD SPEAKER HAS FLOWERS ON HIS 
LIPS

This poem is contained is a containment theory poem
wrapped in a tightening spiral on this tape recorder
this machine I use

This poem may not exist for you
This poem does not exist for 240 marines in Lebanon because

those marines no longer exist    no matter
what kind of tape recorder I use they have heard it all
they have heard all they will ever hear
ever hear of this poem called “Grenada”

When they brought his body home to Middletown
his father and mother they said
we don’t want a body we want a boy
our marines should never have been in Lebanon
we give flesh and blood and bone and Reagan gives back pieces

he gives us pieces and pieces of paper
paper no better than a lifeless poem

a poem stuck on the page of some book never opened
we want our boy to be here alive and breathing
like this poem alive and speaking

This poem called “Grenada” never mentions
GRENADA the real GRENADA

This poem called “Grenada” doesn’t know
GRENADA the real GRENADA

the real Grenada is 90% Black
the real Grenada is twice the size of Washington DC

When will the marines invade the schools of Washington DC?

ON  HIS    BREATH
THE  GOOD    SPEAKER

HAS FLOWERS
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The real Grenada is more than rum more than nutmeg
more than cocoa and more than sugar

The real Grenada is not here tonight not here in Oxford Ohio
Only this poem called “Grenada” is here tonight

The people in the real Grenada make less than $500 a year
Students in the real Oxford spend more than $500 on cigarettes

spend more than $500 on beer
on drinking Rum and Coca-Cola

In the real Grenada the marines have already invaded
the marines have invaded

the schools of Washington and Oxford
the marines have re-elected Ronald Reagan
the marines have invaded El Salvador and Nicaragua

HERE COMES THE MARINES HERE COME THE 
MARINES

This call echoes across across continents into villages
This call echoes across across continents into grass huts

into grass huts into certain misery into dying
This poem called “Grenada” begins again

begins with our president
President William McKinley
President William McKinley is dead as dead as those 240 

marines
but that doesn’t make the mothers and the fathers
but that doesn’t make the sisters and the brothers

of the dead marines feel any better
President McKinley is dead but what he did lives on

the poem called “Grenada” continues it continues

This poem called “Grenada” begins on February, 15 1898
it begins with McKinley singing
it begins with McKinley singing “Remember the Maine”

a new fight song rah-rah-rah “Remember the Maine”
but now who remembers? who remembers?  everyone 

remembers

You think Maine is a state a state of mind?
You think Maine is tree, hunting, moose, mosquitoes?
You would rather remember mosquitoes than a battleship?
Why would you want to remember a mosquito?
A mosquito bites you and then you smack it you squash it
A mosquito bites you and then you squeeze the blood out of it

you silence it for its impudence
you silence it for its irritating noise

Why won’t this damn mosquito let you sleep? let you dream?
dream of “rum and Coca-Cola”
let you dream of sugar & spice and everything nice?

Dirty little Marxist mosquitoes won’t stay out of your dreams
Now do you remember the Maine?

This poem called “Grenada” begins with a boiler
begins with a boiler in a battleship exploding, sinking

the Maine in Havana harbor
and in the harbor the waves begin
the explosion creates waves that gather force gathering more

gathering more and more waves more momentum 
pushing

pushing their way through the Caribbean spreading white foam
white foam spurting with a force a force as powerful as a myth

the waves continue across a world
the waves beat their way across a world to Vietnam

beating beating on the shore on Tonkin Bay
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This poem called “Grenada” begins
begins with a boil, a boil under your skin
begins with a boiler in a battleship a rupture
How many poems begin with a rupture?
This poem begins and McKinley sends the marines

sends the marines to capture San Juan Hill
sends Teddy Roosevelt to capture Vietnam

Rough and Ready Teddy captures Song My, captures Laos

Old Rough and Ready Teddy brings down and raises up
raises up and lowers, raises up and lowers for six years

six years on the Plain of Jars

HIS BIG STICK

his big stick speaks so softly
so softly no one hears it
no one but the people of Cambodia

he whispers to Cambodia, Vietnam, Laos

Speak so softly this poem called “Grenada”

This poem called “Grenada” begins with waves
with flag waves with salutes

Yes, President Johnson rides the waves euphoric
President Johnson a grinning schoolboy
a Texan surfboard rider trying to impress the ladies

flexing his muscle
his muscle on muscle beach

flexing his muscle on the beaches of Tonkin Bay
singing as he rides the waves through Congress singing

“Remember the Maine” 

Now do you remember this song?
Does our body remember this song?

It sounds so familiar, so familiar, it continues, it continues

And only these two, only two Senators, only Morse & Gruening
only these two out of 100 Senators, only two
only these two out of 500 Congressmen, only two
refuse to sing along

What is the matter with these two? spoil sports
WHY DON’T THESE TWO HAVE ANY SCHOOL SPIRIT?

Sing along with Lyndon, sing along
Now do you remember?

Follow the bouncing ball
as it lands over the words
as it lands over the words
the ball falling falling

explosions over them
a song of fire of shrapnel of napalm

and those two and 50,000 American soldiers
and millions of Vietnamese, Laotians, Cambodians

they also do not sing
will never more hear this song or any other
or this poem called “Grenada”
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Follow the bouncing ball

as it lands over the words
as it lands over the words
the ball falling falling

explosions over them
a song of fire of shrapnel of napalm

SINGING

WE WILL 

WE WILL 

BOMB YOU BOMB   YOU

WE WILL 

WE WILL 

BOMB YOU BOMB YOU
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This poem called “Grenada” is not a real poem
This poem called “Grenada” is not even pronounced correctly

“You say Grenayda, I say Grenada”
You say tomayto, I say tomahto”
Why do our leaders say Granayda?
Why do I say nada nada nada nada?

I thought subliminal advertisement was banned years ago
in the movie theaters across the country
in the movie theaters Coca-Cola cannot no they cannot
flash images of people smiling drinking “rum and Coca-Cola”
but our government flashes images of our flag
our flag waving over Tripoli

St. Georges, Managua
I don’t love Coca-Cola but I love my flag
Why does the president want to use my flag for a shroud?

a shroud covering the coffins
all those many coffins

Why do I ask why our leaders say Grenayda?
Why does this poem sound a grenade?
The old meaning for grenade is “pomegranate”
A pomegranate could be a stone-poem
A pomegranate could be a poem-granite
A pomegranate is a fruit a seed pregnant fruit

a fruit ready to burst into life
A pomegranate is often used as a symbol

for women for the womb
Taking a pomegranate is a symbol for rape
Holding its soft ripeness, squeezing the fruit flesh

flesh rupturing through the fingers

YOU FIGURE OUT WHY GRENADA REMINDS ME OF A 
POMEGRANATE

IN 1905 marines invade Honduras
IN 1908 marines invade Panama and Nicaragua

“to restore order Reagan says”
IN 1914, April 9 th, a U. S. whaleboat lands in Tampico, Mexico

the drunken sailors drinking rum and Coca-Cola
rowdy and randy good ol’ boys sent back home

ON April 21 st marines invade Vera Cruz
“to protect American lives and property”
and to “restore order” Reagan says

to restore order in this unruly chaotic poem called “Grenada”

IN November
IN November Woodrow Wilson wins another election

he wins with the slogan, another fight song rah-rah
“he kept us out of the war”
and not once, not once
did he ever admit he wanted anyone to know

Wilson wrote the speeches for Lyndon Johnson Peace Candidate
for Lyndon Johnson he’ll bring the boys home
and Lyndon Johnson did bring the boys home
58,220 boys and girls home in body bags

And Wilson invades Mexico “to restore order and protect
American lives and property” & property & property

And Wilson mutters under his breath, “Damn Mexicans
damn Latin fire, unruly, they never, they never

do what I tell them to do, why don’t they, why
don’t they hear, sit, roll over?”
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WILSON sends troops in the Dominican Republic “to restore order”
order to the banks ordering them to pay U. S. creditors

WILSON imposes a treat on Haiti establishing American military rule
American military rule until 1931

WILSON sends troops to Cuba to overthrow the government
the legitimate government of José Miguel Gomez 

WILSON send troops to Costa Rica to secure petroleum concessions
WILSON sends troops and two battleships to Nicaragua

“to restore order” Reagan says
WILSON sends troops to occupy Panama

“to protect American lives and property” & property
WILSON sends troops to Honduras
WILSON sends troops to Guatemala

“to protect American lives and property”
& PROPERTY

WILSON wants no hostages no hostage situation to ruin him
no hostage situation to ruin him

like it ruined Jimmy Carter
WILSON sends message of peace

to Lyndon Johnson and Ronald Reagan
and these message turn into another verse
another verse in this ongoing poem called “Grenada”
Garuda half-bird and half-man who carries Vishnu

Vishnu the Preserver
Vishnu whose next avatar is Kalki, “The White Horse”

the white horse called Silver

Garuda go away

Garuda the people of Grenada are Catholic not Hindu
Garuda who hates snakes whose body is a man but whose head

whose head, beak, and wings are an eagle’s
Garuda you are invading foreign territory

go back to India, go back to Washington
You are too close to reality

to enter into the poem called “Grenada”
THIS poem called “Grenada” is drunk

drunk on rum
“drinking rum and Coca-Cola”

THIS poem called “Grenada” needs help
needs help me, help me, needs music needs rhythm

THIS poem called “Grenada” needs
needs Calypso, needs Reggae

THIS poem called “Grenada” needs cheap labor
needs cheap labor needs sugar needs coffee

THIS poem called “Grenada” needs music
needs Harry Belafonte
needs Belafonte singing Day-O
needs Day-O, Say Day-O, Say-Day-Ay-O

THIS poem called “Grenada” needs Peter Tosh needs Bob 
Marley

THIS poem called “Grenada” say HELP ME HELP ME say
“say Daylight come and I want to go home”

say daylight come and BRING THE BOYS HOME
THIS poem called “Grenada” exists in the night

hidden from sight
THIS poem called “Grenada” is a sugar poem, brown coffee 

poem
is a cocoa poem, oil poem, banana poem, nutmeg poem

THIS poem called “Grenada” is Chiquita Banana,
Chiquita, Chiquita, Sugar, Sugar, Chica, Chica
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President Eisenhower sings this poem to a Latin rhythm
he steals the beat
he dances, Eisenhower dances

He sends his band
his band of CIA
to overthrow the elected government

the government of Jacabo Árbenz

Good-bye Happiness, Good-bye Guatemala
This is 1954, this banana poem, oil poem continues

President Kennedy dances
He dances to a Latin beat he dance with Marilyn Monroe

Marilyn you couldn’t know or wouldn’t listen
but you should have known
known that the slip up the side of your dress
the slit also cut into your flesh

Kennedy whispers to her “Want to come up to my house?”
“My White House?”

Kennedy whispers 
“I will show you my very own Monroe Doctrine”
“I will show you how I invade the south

how smoothly I go south of the border
south of your border”

“Good-bye Happiness, Hello Loneliness
I think I’m a gonna die”

Where is Joe not GI Joe but Joe Dimagio?
Can’t you save her Joe?
Where is the hero? Who will save her?
Where is the hero? Who will save El Salvador?
Who will save Nicaragua? Grenada?

Kennedy invade Cuba invades Cuba
“I think I’m going to die”

And President Johnson sends his CIA band to Brazil
to overthrow the elected government of João Goulart 

“to restore order” and
to protect the Hanna Mining Company

And President Johnson invades the Dominican Republic
20,000 marines “to protect U. S. lives and property”

President Nixon sends his band
his CIA banditos

to overthrow the elected government
elected government of Salvatore Allende in Chile

“to restore order” and to protect U. S. property
and to protect IT&T and Kennecott Copper

And President Reagan
Reagan wants to get Sir Eric Gairy back into this poem
Sir Eric Gairy, sounds nice, sound nice and orderly

Sir Eric Gairy UFO watcher, were you watching for Garuda
were you watching for the American Eagle to protect you?
are you watching for the American Eagle to take you back?

Sir Eric Gairy with your hired thugs who terrorized the people
you and your Mongoose Gang
Tell me why do you consider the people snakes?
Why do you send your Mongoose Gang among them?

And President Reagan he planned his part the first time he heard
the first time he heard of Maurice Bishop he wanted
he wanted to put order in this unruly poem called “Grenada”

But I am sick of its constant repetition

Sick of its repetition repetition
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At this very moment, this very moment
Thursday November 10, 1983, this evening
as I speak even now my friends are trying to stop it

stop this ugly thing, this perfectly oppressive thing
this thing called “Grenada”
picketing complete with singing, theater, poetry

I will stop talking
let someone else continue it   MY POEM IS OVER

the other thing              the monster of a poem
that thing called “Grenada”

it continues     it continues

Jeanne Kirkpatrick keeps it rolling, keeps it steamrolling along
Jean Kirkpatrick keeps waving her big stick like a baton

she leads a band
a band playing a fight song 
and all that is left
all that is left is us

talking to each other and singing
and a way of living that has no name

no name, none that we can yet label or a title to
but we can call it something
when our speaking is also listening
we can call it something
when we speak with our whole body

we can call it poetry
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By the time the United States ended its Southeast Asian bombing campaigns, the total 
tonnage of ordnance dropped approximately tripled the totals for World War II. The 
Indochinese bombings amounted to 7,662,000 tons of explosives, compared to 2,150,000 
tons in the world conflict

7 MILLION TONS

3 times the amount dropped in all of 
WW II

One Ton equal 2000 pounds. 7,000,000 times 2,000 = THE 
BIGGEST SHIT STORM UP TO THAT TIME 

(IRAQ would come later : Gulf War One : 85,000 tons, Gulf 
War Two : 29,000 tons, and Korea? The U.S. dropped only a 
total of 635,000 tons of bombs, including 32,557 tons of 
napalm.
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Colophon : Printed at the end of January, 2020; written 
the month after the U.S. invasion of Grenada “to restore 
order and protect U. S. property” the president said.
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